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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to determine impact of several multi-axis 3D printing strategies on
buildability, surface quality, accuracy and strength of large scale single-walled object (printed in a so
called vase mode). To achieve this goal, test objects were printed using four distinct printing strategies
by an industrial robotic arm and a pellet-fed screw extruder. The strategies tested in this study are:
regular 3-axis deposition with planar layers, 5-axis deposition with planar layers, 3-axis deposition with
non-planar layers, and 5-axis deposition with non-planar layers. Custom scripts for nonplanar slicing
and for tilt control during multi-axis printing were developed to achieve these prints and are explained
in this study. The results were evaluated using 3D scanning and mechanical testing, and surface
accuracy, surface roughness and layer adhesion strength were compared. The most important findings
are: 1. 5-axis motion alone does not improve the results of the printing, 2. While nonplanar printing
can improve surface quality its usability is geometry dependent, 3. Multi-axis nonplanar printing, even
with partial tilt (30°) can expand printability with enhanced quality to at least 75° overhang angle.
Future potential of these methods and requirements to achieve them is discussed.

Fig. 1 Graphical abstract

1. Introduction
The limitations of layer by layer processes, such as FFF (Fused Filament Fabrication) are well known to
its users and partially result from the slicing process that uses equally spaced parallel layers. This causes
anisotropy and reduction of surface quality due to stair-stepping [1], both of these dependent on build
orientation [2]. Lately, a wide array of publications pushing these limitations has been coming out, in
areas of multi-axis printing, support-less printing and non-planar printing strategies. One possible
approach is the deconstruction of the model into parts with different slicing directions based on local
geometry [3], [4]. The second study is closely related to another area of research, and that is nonplanar,
or curved layer printing. Current publications are mainly focused on the data preparation and path

planning aspects of the processes. The presented study aims to analyse the impact of these strategies
on the resulting objects more closely and discuss usability of these strategies for expanding the
application boundary of the layer-by-layer extrusion printing methods. Other areas where multi-axis
printing was used are DED using robotic arm [6] or UV resin based accumulation processes. [7]
The focus is on usability and evaluation of these methods for large scale printing, because this area
could benefit more from reducing the overall amount of material used and the need for support
structures than desktop scale machinery. [5] Large scale prints are commonly only single-walled and
contact area between subsequent layer has much bigger impact on print quality, surface roughness
due to stair stepping is significantly more noticeable for large layer heights, as are the errors that
retractions bring into prints.
The main difficulty in non-planar printing lies in the multi-faceted problem of slicing/path planning for
such a method. Universal slicing algorithms have only recently been presented by researchers and
utilize computationally difficult and user inaccessible voxel accumulation based or iso-parametric/
gradient based methods. [8],[9] Previous, more accessible approaches used transformation based
methods, often utilizing a constant slicing geometry, either an arbitrary one or one extracted from the
part, for the entirety of the build. These methods were suitable only for simple geometries and often
had to make significant sacrifices in surface quality.
2. State of the Art
The improvement to buildability that can be gained from varying the build orientation was
demonstrated by Zhao et al. utilizing incline layer slicing [3] or by Kubalak et al. utilizing a multi axis
system. [10] Earliest mention of a technique to print curved layers was presented under the name
CLFDM, with main benefits to printing near-flat thin walled parts such as turbine blades. [11]
Approachable methods to generate curved print paths by cylindrical transformation are described by
Zhao et al. [12]
Schuh et al. described the problem with varying layer heights and stair-stepping on angled surfaces
and demonstrated a method to eliminate it utilizing printing along local surface orientation with
adaptive layer heights. [13] Limitations of layer stacking and nozzle reach for volumetric print paths,
as well as multiple methods to generate such paths are described in B. Ezair et al. [14]
The method to print curved top surfaces on a 3-axis delta-type robot was presented by R. Allen and R.
Trask. [15] Slope angle of the computed slices is a limitation, especially for 3-axis printers, and has to
be controlled to avoid collision. An algorithm that can decompose whole objects for printing on a 3axis machines was described by CurviSlicer [16]. The limitation can be overcome by using multi-axis
motion to reorient the build orientation, either by dividing the model into parts that can be printed
with parallel layers [17], [10] or by using local tangent direction and nonplanar trajectories. A method
for computing these trajectories was described by Xu and collective. [18]
Fang et al. presented an algorithm for nonplanar volumetric slicing and showed that printing nonplanar
layer oriented along stress lines can increase strength of prints by more than 6x. [19] C. Dai et al.
describes voxel based nonplanar slicing algorithm for support less printing, that ensures printability for
multi-axis printing by generating convex shells. [20]
3. Methods
To evaluate usability of the different methods a test object was designed, and 4 different print
strategies were prepared, manufactured and evaluated. The strategies are: 3-axis deposition with
planar layers, 5-axis deposition with planar layers, 3-axis deposition with non-planar layers, and 5-axis

deposition with non-planar layers. The 5-axis deposition methods are intended to improve surface
quality by orienting the extruder nozzle along local surface tangent. The nonplanar strategy focuses on
keeping actual distance between layers, measured along surface orientation, constant for the entire
build.
3.1. Samples and trajectories

Fig. 2 The dimensions of the test tower

The test object used for the comparison is an overhang tower, stepped by 15° from 0° to 75°. The tower
dimensions are in the Fig. 2. The tower is designed in such a way that the trajectories are arrayed in
straight, parallel layers on the inside overhang surfaces for all towers and these surfaces are then used
for analysis and comparison. Tower cross-section is constant to keep layer printing times for 3 axis
methods constant as well. They vary slightly for nonplanar methods, (the nonplanar trajectory is 6,4%
longer at the 60° segment, as the nonplanar trajectory covers the same area with more layers) but not
enough to warrant designing a different test object.
The test objects were modelled, sliced and resulting robot motions programmed in Rhinoceros 3D and
Grasshopper environment, with kuka.prc [21] plugin being used for robot code generation. Custom
algorithms were developed for slicing and motion planning in the Grasshopper environment.

Fig. 3 Scheme of the nonplanar slicing algorithm

The nonplanar slicing algorithm works iteratively, calculating the position of the next layer from the
last to keep the actual layer height the same as the nominal layer height for all points. The basic
workflow can be seen in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows both used trajectories, and Fig. 5 displays deviation from
nominal layer height for both approaches, with points with spacing of <2 mm coloured in green and
>2 mm coloured in red. The range of distances is 2 to 7.72 mm for the planar trajectories and 0.7 to
4.1 for the nonplanar approach. Actual layer height, sorted from lowest to highest is also displayed on
charts as a part of Fig. 5. Layer height variation in the planar trajectories is easily explained by the
overhang angle, as the Actual layer height = nominal layer height/cos(overhang°). Any significant layer
height deviations in the nonplanar trajectories come from slicing artifacts around sharp corners and
these are rare outliers, as can been seen in the point distribution chart.

Fig. 4 Comparison of the two used trajectories

The planar trajectory is 88227 mm long (est. print time 4 h 55 m) and the nonplanar trajectory, without
the top extension needed to avoid open loops and thus covering the same surface area, is 113711 mm
(6 h 15 m). Both trajectories were printed using both the regular, 3-axis printing and the 5-axis printing,
where the extruder is oriented along the local surface tangent and perpendicular to the trajectory. The
maximum allowed angular deviation from the world Z axis is set to 30°, mainly to ensure proper gravity
feeding of the granulate from the hopper and to increase the usable build envelope. This limit is
enforced by the tilt control script, explained in the next section.
The motion planning is carried out followingly: First, the orientation frames are calculated for each
point as a cross product of the direction of the trajectory as the first vector and the local normal as the
second vector (Fig. 6). Then, simple interpolation is applied by averaging each points orientation with

its closest neighbours to ensure smooth robot motion even in sharp corners. Before calculating final
set of robot frames, tilt control is performed.

Fig. 5 Visualisation of the deviation from layer height for both trajectories using a plot of distances between all adjacent points
and coloured visualisation on the mesh

The tilt control script works by evaluating the angle (α° in Fig. 6) between the intended orientation of
the extruder and the world Z direction and checking it against the threshold. If the angle α exceeds the
threshold, the frame is replaced by one on an identical plane (described by the World Z vector and the
surface normal) with the deviation angle set at the threshold.

Fig. 6 Tool orientation for 5-axis trajectories

3.2. Materials
The robotic arm used as an 3d printer gantry was Kuka KR 60 HA, with KRC 2 controller. The extruder
is a custom-built single screw extruder with a diameter of 30 mm. Nozzle diameter is 5 mm, with an
extended tip in order to increase clearance when printing a non-planar paths. The end point speed was
reduced to 5 mm/s to allow sufficient cooling of the deposited layer before another one is deposited
[22]. The assembly can be seen in Figure 7.

Fig. 7 Robotic arm with the screw extruder during a multi-axis print

The test objects were printed using Remark Plast Remapylen GF 30 (rPP GF 30). This material is a widely
available engineering plastic, that promises economical printing and is very resistant to degradation in
the melt extrusion. The semi crystalline nature of the polymer makes it prone to warping during the
printing process, this behaviour is reduced by the high fibre filler percentage. [23] The extruder
temperature was set at 230°C, the layer height at 2 mm.
The resulting specimen were then 3D scanned using ATOS Triple scan optical scanner. 3D optical
digitization is based on active fringe projection and triangulation.
Process of 3D data digitization:
1. Surface matting with chalk spray
2. Reference points placement on the part surfaces
3. 3D digitizing with a rotation table
4. Post-processing and evaluation of deformations
The measurements were performed with the scanner setup according to ‘‘VDI/VDE 2634, Part 3 Optical
3D-measuring systems, multiple view systems based on area scanning’’. The measurements in this
study were done using MV560 lenses (560 x 420 x 420 mm) calibrated in a standard arrangement. The

measuring point distance is 0.176 mm, i.e. 6 points/mm, the recommended reference points diameter
is 3 mm, measuring distance 830 mm, camera angle 27°, focal length of camera lenses 24 mm and focal
length of projector lens 30 mm.
CAD alignment (Fig. 8) was based on fitting planes in the 0° overhang sections of the printed objects
and aligning them with the original CAD surfaces. This method was chosen instead of best-fit to
properly represent the progressive deviation that occurred during the prints. The point cloud
reconstruction, alignment to the nominal CAD model and deviation analyses were performed in GOM
Inspect.

Fig. 8 a) 3D scanned mesh reconstruction of the 5axis nonplanar test object aligned with the nominal CAD data b) The surfaces
evaluated for deviation analysis c) A set of profile curves exported from GOM Inspect

On the resulting meshes, mean surface deviation analysis and surface profile extraction for surface
roughness (Ra - arithmetic average height) calculation were performed. For the surface deviation
analysis, the mean absolute deviation from the nominal CAD model is presented. Evaluated surfaces
can be seen in Fig. 8, b). For the surface roughness, profile curves were extracted, and Ra was
calculated using the Formula 1, which is the digital version of the Ra expression. The profile curve was
filtered using sliding average with a wide window to eliminate influence of possible surface defects
such as waviness. [6] After this, the mean m and resulting Ra were calculated.
𝑅𝑎 = (|𝑍1 − 𝑚| + |𝑍2 − 𝑚| + ⋯ + |𝑍𝑁 − 𝑚|)/𝑁

3.3. Layer adhesion testing

Slabs were cut from each tier of the overhang towers on the internal wall where the layers run in
parallel for both slicing approaches. Layer adhesion samples were then cut and ground from these
slabs, dimensions 100x20x5, notched in the middle along a layer boundary to ensure delamination in
the preferred position. The specimen can be seen in Fig. 9. The V-shaped notch was broached, 4 mm
in depth, 60° tip angle. Specimens were kept sealed with a desiccant for 14 days.

Fig. 9 The layer adhesion sample dimensions

The samples were then tested for layer adhesion on an Imada MX2 test stand, equipped with a 2,5 kN
load cell, with the loading speed was 10.0 mm/min. Maximum force was recorded, and the fracture
surface was measured. A test sample loaded in parallel jaws can be seen in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 A layer adhesion specimen loaded in the testing machine

4. Results
4.1. Printing results
0°
3-axis planar
ok
5-axis planar
ok
3-axis nonplanar ok
5-axis nonplanar ok

15°
ok
ok
ok
ok

30°
ok
ok
ok
ok

45°
ok
ok
fail
ok

60°
fail
fail
fail
ok

75°
fail
fail
fail
ok

Table 1 Overview of printing results by overhang angle

Of the four builds, the only one to finish printing was the 5-axis, nonplanar build (Table 1). All the builds
before testing can be seen in Fig. 11. Both the planar builds failed after 45° of overhang by failure to
stack subsequent layers. The 3-axis nonplanar test failed after 30° when the nozzle contacted the
previous layer, due to slope becoming too steeply angled. The build appeared to continue, but it had

separated from the build platform and shifted. This has caused the segments after the 30° overhang
to become printed out of alignment with the underlying geometry.

Fig. 11 All the prints side by side, from left to right: Planar 3-axis, Planar 5-axis, Nonplanar 3-axis, Nonplanar 5-axis

Notable issues recorded during printing: Feeding issues, causing under extruded segments in the 5axis builds. The under extruded areas were excluded from all analyses. Both the 5-axis samples had
over extruded areas in the corners of the transitions between overhang angles. This is due to a slicing
error, the double curved surface patches generated large number of points, causing the robotic arm
to slow down. The last, 75° overhang segment of the nonplanar 5-axis is under extruded, as the nozzle
was near contacting the previous segment and reaching failure state.

Fig. 12 1. Collision due to the slope steepness 2. Collision with surrounding geometry

The results show that using multi-axis printing with conventional slicing technique does not improve
printability on its own, as well as showcasing the problems that arise with the use of nonplanar
trajectories. The nonplanar 3-axis method is especially limited and failed because of slope angle
limitations. The nonplanar 5 axis method has a much wider area of applicability, but also increased
requirements due to possibility of collision. Geometric limitations are displayed in picture Figure 12.
Figure 13. shows near collision due to local geometric limitation in the 5 axis test object.

Fig. 13 Nozzle near contacting local geometry during the 75° segment

4.2. Accuracy
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Fig. 15 Surface roughness chart

The results of comparisons between the four test objects can be seen in Fig. 14-16. The 3-axis
nonplanar test object is evaluated even beyond the point of print failure when possible, otherwise it
is excluded.
The Fig. 14 shows the total mean deviation, including the deviations caused by geometric deviation,
surface roughness and the deviations caused by technology – such as differences in print path width.
Initial deviation, caused by thickness of the print path lies between 0,4-1,0 mm. The results show
consistent increase for all methods. The deviation increases for each method until its respective point
of failure, with the deviation of the last correctly printed segment lying between 2-4 mm for all
methods.
Surface roughness can be seen in Fig. 15. After the first segment, the surface roughness starts to
increase for the 3-axis planar method starting at 0,22 mm and reaching 0,41 mm. The 5 axis and nonplanar methods, while sometimes worse at low overhang angles, manage to keep lower surface
roughness at hight overhangs until the tilt control allowance runs out. Surface roughness is the only
area where the 5-axis planar strategy appears to bring benefits, as the print finished with nearly the
same roughness as at the start.
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Fig. 16 Maximum delamination force chart

4.3. Mechanical testing
Maximum average delamination force (Fmax) can be seen in Fig. 16. Slight initial differences between
the test objects could be due to the slicing errors, but the percentual differences between different
overhang angles of the same test object can still be evaluated. The planar slicing methods showed
rapid decline in the delamination force (from 1737,4 N to 784,5 N), which can be explained by the
decrease in contact area between adjacent print paths. The 5-axis planar test lost about 46% Fmax and
did not show significant improvement over the 3-axis test, which lost about 54% Fmax.
For the nonplanar tests, some decrease in Fmax was present, but to a much lesser degree. The 3-axis
nonplanar test object lost 25% Fmax at the 45° overhang segment, while the 5-axis lost 20% and 30% at
the 75° segment. The decrease in delamination force is much more gradual for nonplanar printing
methods. These methods could be promising in preserving strength in vertical direction of prints,
which is the direction most susceptible to anisotropy in FFF and similar methods. [2] This anisotropy is
even more prominent in fibre filled materials such as the PP GF 30 used in this study. [24] The method
would also bring consistency into printed parts by decreasing the dependency of mechanical
properties on the overhang angle.
5. Discussion
This article explores the impact of individual multi-axis printing methods. Slicing for such methods must
deal with the problems of geometry collision, either by slope steepness or by local geometry (Fig. 12).
For the process to be reliable, either the slicer has to generate trajectories with the geometric
constraints included in the slicing, or each layer has to be collision checked. A possible approach to
generate guaranteed collision free trajectories could be separating areas of the layer into multiple
levels, based on the local steepness, similar to CAM finishing strategies for shallow areas. Another
approach to generating layers with guaranteed printability is generating “convex hull layers” [20].

Fig. 17 Suggested technique for sharp corner prevention by partial layer insertion

The slicing algorithm used in this study is incomplete. It is only suitable for slicing vase mode objects
with a single continuous perimeter. It also does not include any pre-calculation to ensure that the
calculated trajectories cover the entire object. If the sliced object has areas with much greater geodesic
surface distance than others it is possible that the algorithm will fail or will not cover the entire surface.
This can be overcome by calculating layers with variable height. The nonplanar trajectories used in the
study did not cover the entire test tower. The upper area of the tower was excluded to avoid printing
partial perimeters with retraction. Due to its ability to cover horizontal areas and even negative
overhangs, the slicer can be still used for a wide variety of geometry. Computational intensity of the
presented non-planar slicing algorithm is higher than that of a constant layer height slicing. It is
influenced to a high degree by density of the input mesh and user set parameters, mainly the max.
length of a segment before point insertion. Regular slicing of the test object takes roughly 6 seconds,
while the runtime of the non-planar slicer is about 90 seconds on an i7 7700 equipped machine.
Demonstration of the slicer presented on a sample geometry can be seen in Fig. 18.

Fig. 18 Demonstration of non planar slicer used on an organic mesh a.b) correctly arrayed trajectories around narrow parts
and overhangs c) tight corner with trimmed loops d) failure to cover tight area at the end of the print

Important part of the nonplanar slicing script is the clean-up after a layer shift. The most problems
arise in areas that have significantly smaller curvature radius than layer height and after rapid decrease
in cross section area. These areas can produce self-intersecting loops in the trajectory. These have to

be detected and eliminated, shown in Fig. 19, or precautions have to be taken, such as preventive
filleting of detected sharp corners.

Fig. 19 Loop creation on sharp corners and prevention by filleting

The main reason for using this transformation based method instead of isocurve/isoparametric based
one is the ability to calculate trajectories for multi-surface or mesh objects and the ability to generate
continuous curves for vase mode printing of single walled objects, without the need to check surface
coverage and insert additional curve segments as in older methods [25] and with the need for supports
mostly eliminated.
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Fig. 20 Area density of the delamination samples

The improved results of mechanical testing should mostly be attributed to the nonplanar trajectories
keeping the amount of material deposited nearly constant independent on the overhang angle. Area
density of the samples (Shown on Fig. 20) partially supports this claim. The influence of different layer
orientation in regard to tensile stress between the 3-axis and the 5-axis strategy is harder to establish,
but it does exist. Literature suggests that for regular scale FDM, angled parts (the 3-axis methods in
this case) have higher strength than vertical ones [26], however it is unclear how this translates to
single-walled prints.
The 5-axis tilt influences accuracy of tool endpoint, and this is shown in the slight decrease of accuracy
and surface quality in beginning stages of print. This is compensated by preservation of quality at
higher overhang angles. Still, in future work, it could be beneficial to restrict tilt even under the
currently set tilt limit of 30° degrees and use it only when beneficial. For example, if we take 15° as the

boundary under which multi-axis printing brings zero benefits, we should then exclude areas under
15° overhang from tilt and use only necessary amount of tilt in areas over that limit.
6. Conclusion
Four different 3d printing methods were compared and the techniques required to perform them were
presented. This includes the transformation based nonplanar vase mode slicing algorithm and the
method of tilt limit for multi-axis robotic 3D printing along surface tangent. The goal of these methods
was to preserve layer height and print path orientations at all overhang angles, increasing surface
quality and strength. Mean deviation, surface roughness and layer adhesion strength were evaluated
using 3D scanning and mechanical testing.
Some of the most important takeaways are the fact that using 5-axis motion alone does not bring many
noticeable improvements over the common 3-axis approach. And while nonplanar trajectories can
bring improvements in strength and surface quality, the approach, if used on a conventional printing
setup, is very limited in terms of printable geometry. Objects have to be either be divided into parts
based on reach of the nozzle or 5-axis motion has to be used. Path planning for 5-axis motion brings
another set of complications, in large part due to the need for collision checking.
But the combination of nonplanar trajectories and multi axis motion brings real expansion of
capabilities for large scale FDM style printing. When printing large scale objects with large nozzle sizes,
single line walls are often all that is necessary to achieve desired structural performance and this,
combined with the limited ability of screw extruders to perform retractions, leads to the vase mode
printing being a very suitable choice. Using this methods, stable wall thickness and large overhang
angles of at least 75° are achievable and quality of single walled objects is increased in regards to
surface roughness at overhang angles over 15° and mechanical strength, with 20% loss of maximum
average delamination force for 5-axis nonplanar trajectory at 45° compared to 50% loss for 3-axis
planar trajectory.
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